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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

For today, fresh to low-end strong southerlies are forecast off Texas and west Louisiana in response to a strengthening low over
Oklahoma. 5-7 foot seas are forecast across western deep water areas whereas mainly slight conditions will persist farther east. Tonight, 
fresh to strong onshore flow may extend farther into the central Gulf and south of Vermilion Bay. Heading into Wednesday morning, 
attention will shift towards the north. There is the potential that an organized line of strong to severe thunderstorms will move offshore 
from near Corpus Christi extending eastward towards Mobile Bay over the course of the morning hours. This activity, supported by a cold 
front and mid-level disturbance, may steadily propagate into central and deepwater areas through Wednesday afternoon. Isolated wind 
gusts in excess of 60 knots will be the primary hazard. A thunderstorm-induced significant northerly wind shift directly ahead of the front is 
possible. Wednesday's wind field across much of the region could prove to be rather erratic due to storm activity. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

By Thursday morning, reinforcing fresh northerlies are anticipated in the wake of the front as strong high pressure builds into Texas and 
reinforces the pressure gradient. Moderate seas are probable. Winds may turn light and variable while seas diminish to slight levels as high 
pressure moves across the Gulf Thursday night through Friday. Friday afternoon through Monday is likely to feature moderate to fresh 
southerlies and 3-5 foot seas mainly confined off the mid to lower Texas coast as high pressure becomes anchored over the east Gulf. 
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